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1. Introduction and background 
 

Genomic DNA is exposed to continuous endogenic and exogenic effects. Under normal 

circumstances, DNA repair pathways counterweight DNA lesions. One of the most frequent 

DNA lesions is uracil, that is incorporated into DNA via cytosine deamination or via 

misincorporation instead of thymine. In a mammalian genome hydrolytic cytosine deamination 

occurs 70-200 times a day
1
. If this lesion is not repaired, then in the next replication cycle 

instead of C:G (cytosine:guanine), U(T):A (uracil(thymine):adenine) base pair will incorporate, 

causing point mutation in the genome. The repair of this lesion will be done by base excision 

repair (BER) pathway.  

In BER damaged bases are recognized and removed by specialized enzymes called DNA 

glycosylases. In human cells there are 11 types of DNA glycosylases. From those, four excises 

uracil from DNA. All of them have bacterial homologs
2
. Apurinic/apirimidinic endonuclease 1 

(Ape1) is the second protein at the site of damage. It exchanges the glycosylase and makes a 

single-strand nick in the DNA 5’ from the damaged base. Then BER can go on through two 

pathways: through the long patch or through the short patch. For short patch repair a DNA 

repair glycosylase, the Ape1, DNA polymerase-β and DNA ligase III is needed
3
.  

Uracil can be found in DNA physiologically, like in the case of uracil-containing 

bacteriophages
4,5

, or integrated HIV virus DNA
6
. Uracil is normal intermediate in acquired 

immunity in human B lymphocytes
7
. There are elevated uracil levels in fruitfly larvae, pupae 

and imago
8
. Genomic uracil as frequent DNA lesion and as non-orthodox nucleotide having 

physiological relevance is in the focus of our research group. In this topic we pay special 

attention for dUTPases and uracil-DNA glycosylases. 

 

 

1
 T. Lindahl, Instability and decay of the primary structure of DNA., Nature, 1993. 
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dUTPase hydrolyses dUTP to dUMP, preventing uracil incorporation into DNA and 

producing the precursor of dTTP biosynthesis. Because the only de novo, what is to say 

not exogenous deoxythymidine consuming pathway, generating dTTP, is the synthesis 

from dUMP (Figure 1), thus thymidylate synthase and the cycle regenerating 5,10-

methylenetetrahydrofolate cofactor of thymidilate synthase are ideal targets of drugs. 

 

Figure 1: Pathways having role in dUTP and dTTP synthesis in human, in fruitfly, and in 

Escherichia coli. Figure shows de novo thymidylate synthesis pathways. Green arrows show 

pathways occurring only in E. coli. Inhibitors of pathways are marked in red. Inhibitors and 

their effects being the most important for my research are also shown in the figure. Used 

abbreviations are the following: TYMS: thymidylate synthase, DHF: dihydrofolate, THF: 

tetrahydrofolate, MTHF: 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate. 

 

Several chemotherapeutic agents have the above mentioned working mechanisms: 5-

fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine (5FdUR, active ingredient is 5-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine-5’-

monophosphate (5FdUMP), metotrexate (MTX), raltitrexed (RTX)). dUTPase to fulfil 

its role has to get into the nucleus and into mitochondria.  

The molecular mass of human dUTPase trimer is 60 kDa. Thus dUTPase is big enough 

to not be able to get into the nucleus without a transporter, and it has a classical nuclear 

localization segment (NLS). One of the most widespread karyopherins is importin-β. 

Most of the proteins transported from cytoplasm to nucleus connects not directly to 

importin-β, but to another protein, importin-α. Importin-α has an NLS binding domain 

on its C-term and an autoinhibitory domain on its N-term. N-terminal autoinhibitory 

domain in the lack of importin-β prevents importin-α from binding the NLS of cargo 

protein. During my experiments I worked with an importin-α lacking autoinhibitory 

domain (ΔIBB). During my work I examined if dUTPase interacts with importin-α. 

If it did, I intended to determine the strength and the stoichiometry of the 
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complex. 

The putative NLS of human dUTPase has three conserved residues (K14R15R17), and all 

of them are necessary for nuclear localization
9
. NLS function can be regulated by 

phosphorilation. Cell-cycle dependent phosphorylation of human dUTPase can have a 

role in transport. That phosphorylation is on a conserved serine, Ser11. Both dUTPase 

isoforms have a cyclin-dependent p34
cdc2

 kinase consensus target sequence 

(pS/pT)PX(RK)) near to Ser11. It is assumed that this kinase phosphorylates this serine. 

It is also written in the literature that only the nuclear isoform is capable to be 

phosphorylated in this position. I intended to study if phosphorylation of serine11 of 

dUTPase has functional role in the interaction between importin-α and dUTPase. 

To achieve this goal, I used human dUTPase constructs having point mutation in 

the Ser11 position. In the case of S11E glutamic acid mimicks a continuously 

phosphorylated serine, and this point mutant is a good pair for the isosteric 

S11Q
10

, having an uncharged aminoacid, glutamine at position 11. 

Uracil-DNA glycosylases (UDG) are monofunctional dUTPases. They can be found in 

Archaea, Bacteria, eukaryotes and in large DNA viruses
11

. According to substrate 

specificity UDGs can be classified into six families. Besides, there is also a 7. UDG 

family, UDGX proteins that are inherently inactive
12

. 

Amongst uracil-DNA glycosylases UNG enzyme has the biggest activity. Family I. 

UDGs have an inhibitor specific only for UNG family: Uracil-DNA glycosylase of 

Bacillus subtilis PBS2 bacteriophage, UGI
13

. UGI targets DNA binding surface of 

UNG mimicking DNA sugar-phosphate backbone. They form together an irreversible 

complex, thus UGI hinders DNA binding of UNG. 

In the literature there are some known uracil quantification methods with varying  
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11 

N. Schormann, R. Ricciardi, and D. Chattopadhyay, Uracil-DNA glycosylases-structural and 

functional perspectives on an essential family of DNA repair enzymes., Protein Sci., 2014. 
12

 P. B. Sang et al. A unique uracil-DNA binding protein of the uracil DNA glycosylase 

superfamily., Nucleic Acids Res., 2015. 
13 

C. D. Mol et al., Crystal structure of human uracil-DNA glycosylase in complex with a 

protein inhibitor: protein mimicry of DNA., Cell, 1995. 
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sensitivity, specificity and price. MS-based method is very specific, but requires 

expensive device and specialized knowledge. It is suitable for direct quantification
14

. 

Aldehyde reactive probe (ARP) assay measures abasic sites made by UNG
15

. A 

quantitative qPCR-based method established in our research group is capable for 

relative quantification
16

. Most of the genomic uracil quantification techniques in 

literature excise uracil from DNA during the process, and are not suitable for in situ 

cellular detection. Interestingly, numerous non-orthodox DNA bases are detected in 

such methods that use antibody sensors. There is no known such method for genomic 

uracil. During my work I aimed to establish a genomic uracil quantification 

method that is proper for in vitro and potentially in situ uracil determination. I 

used a catalytically inactive UNG [D154N and H277N] enzyme or the 

physiologically catalytically inactive UDGX as „antibody-like” sensor. Established 

sensors had to be validated in vitro following the under mentioned aspects: (i) does 

the sensor recognize specifically genomic uracil? (ii) is it catalytically inactive? (iii) 

is it capable of sensitive and uracil proportional detection in a broad range? I 

wanted to validate the method on genomic DNA of different organisms. I intended 

to examine the impact of the lack of ung function and the effect of thymidylate 

synthase inhibition agents on genomic uracil content.  

During my work I took part in developing another method as well: in a 

bioinformatics collaboration we established a new method called Metagenomic 

Telescope. Metagenomic Telescope is a tool capable of identifying new protein 

functions even in well-known model organisms using artificial intelligence methods. 

Establishing this in silico method is possible, because until today modern genome 

sequencing methods made known partial or the whole genome of several organisms. 

The method uses the genome of living creature communities inhabiting extreme places 

(extreme metagenomes). Organisms living at extreme places are for example 

(hyper)thermophile organisms. We would think, that high temperature enhances  

 

14 
A. Galashevskaya et al., A robust, sensitive assay for genomic uracil determination by 

LC/MS/MS reveals lower levels than previously reported., DNA Repair,. 2013. 
15

 S.-U. Lari et al. Quantitative determination of uracil residues in Escherichia coli DNA: 

Contribution of ung, dug, and dut genes to uracil avoidance., DNA Repair, 2006. 
16 

A. Horváth and B. G. Vértessy, A one-step method for quantitative determination of uracil in 

DNA by real-time PCR., Nucleic Acids Res., 2010. 
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formation rate of spontaneous DNS mutations. However, mutation rate of the genome 

of hyperthermophile archaea Sulfolobus acidocaldarius is the same as in the case of 

mesophile organisms
17

. 

It is possible that that microorganisms living at extreme conditions encode unknown 

DNA repair proteins or ortologs of known proteins having new properties. Thus it can 

be intriguing to use extreme metagenoms for the identification of new protein 

functions in well-known model organisms. The aim of Metagenomic Telescope is 

to fulfil it. I wanted to validate this method on DNA repair proteins. 

2. Experimental design 
 

Point mutations in proteins were generated by Quikchange (Agilent) method. PCR and 

restriction enzymes were used for modifying and inserting the constructs. Sequences of 

generated DNA constructs were checked by sequencing at MWG Eurofins Genomics. 

Recombinant proteins were produced in BL21(DE3) Rosetta and BL21(DE3) Ung-151 

E. coli bacterial strains. After cell disruption, 6xHis-tagged proteins were purified with 

nickel-affinity chromatography. 

For the examination of in vitro interaction between importin-α and dUTPases I used 

analytical gel filtration, native polyacrylamide gelelectrophoresis, ThermoFluor assay, 

circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) and isothermal titration microcalorimetry (ITC). 

For the validation of the genomic uracil quantification method I made electromobility 

shift assay to verify the uracil specificity of uracil sensors and UNG activity assay to 

prove that the UNG constructs are catalytically inactive. 

For the validation of Metagenomic Telescope method we chose three extreme 

metagenomes (Richmond Mine in Iron Mountain, Yellowstone Bison hot spring, 

Phosphorus removing sludge community). For teaching the HMM (Hidden Markov 

Model) we utilized DNA repair proteins of archaea and Escherichia coli. We choose 11 

eukaryotic organisms and human as eukaryotic model organisms. We soke possible 

new functions of known proteins in these organisms. 

 

 
17 

M. van Wolferen et al. How hyperthermophiles adapt to change their lives: DNA exchange in 

extreme conditions., Extremophiles, 2013. 
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3. Results 
 

Human UTPase trimers are big enough to be incapable to get into the nucleus without a 

transporter. They have a classical NLS. The most widespread kariopherin is importin-α. 

I examined if it interacts with human dUTPase. It is written in the literature that human 

dUTPase is phosphorylated in a cell-cycle dependent manner on its 11. residue that is a 

conserved serine. It lies immediately before the NLS sequence. In order to examine if 

this phosphorylation has a role in the transport I studied two point mutants: 

hyperphosphorylated dUTPase mimicking S11E and isosteric hypophosphorylated 

dUTPase mimicking S11Q. 

 

 

Figure 2: Thermodynamical analysis of formation of dUTPase - importin-α complex using 

circular dichroism spectroscopy. I show the denaturation curves of importin-α (red square), 

wt dUTPase, dUTPase S11E and S11Q (black, dark blue, dark green circle, respectively) on 

their own, or in mixtures (in the succession of dUTPases: grey, pale blue, pale green triangle). 

In thermostability tests as well as on native gel and during gel filtration, generation of a 

new product can be seen in the case of collective measurements of human dUTPase and 

importin-α (Figure 2). Complex had bigger thermostability and more cooperative 

melting transition than importin-α alone. Wt (wild type) and the two point mutant 

dUTPases had nearly the same elution volumes during analytical gel filtration. It 

implies that point mutation did not cause remarkable change in conformation. In the 

joint measurement of S11Q and importin-α the complex had the same properties as in 

the case of wild type dUTPase. During measurement of the mixture, S11E did not 

increase heat stability of importin-α significantly. Experiments denote that there is 

some interaction between importin-α and human dUTPase S11E as well, but this 

complex has likely a faster, more dynamic equilibrium, that is less stable than the 

complex of wt dUTPase - importin-α. Using ITC measurements I determined 

dissociation constants and stoichiometry of complexes. The determined stoichiometry 
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shows that each NLS of trimer dUTPase cargo protein binds one importin-α molecule. 

Complex of human wt dUTPase or S11Q (mimicking wt dUTPase) and importin-α is 

very strong, having a dissociation constant less than 1 μM. Between human dUTPase 

S11E and importin-α there is also interaction, but one order of magnitude weaker, that 

is having one order of magnitude bigger dissociation constant, than in the case of either 

two other dUTPases. According to in vivo measurements done by my colleague, it is 

clear that this difference in Kd is enough to hinder phosphorylation mimicking mutant 

to enter the nucleus. 

We established an ELISA-like high-throughput, sensitive and specific method for 

genomic uracil quantification (scheme of the method is shown on Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3: Scheme of dot-blot method. 

During method validation I showed that 1x- or 3x-FLAG-ΔUNG sensors recognizes 

uracil specifically, is not capable of its cleavage from DNA. From the two sensors I 

chose 3x-FLAG-ΔUNG for further experiments, because it is more sensitive than 1x-

FLAG construct. I demonstrated that the method can measure genomic uracil on a wide 

dynamic range, reproducibly (Figure 4). Sensitivity of this assay is similar to MS based 

method, reaching 1 femtomol uracil detection limit. 

I demonstrated that the physiologically catalytically inactive 3x-FLAG-UDGX, that is a 

member of another UDG family, being used as the sensor of dot-blot assay can measure 

genomic uracil on broad dynamic range and reproducible. 

In dot-blot assay I used genomic DNA of E. coli CJ236 [dut-, ung-] strain. I tested this 

method on several organisms, such as XL1Blue and BL21(DE3) wild type and 

BL21(DE3) ung-151 E. coli strains and eukaryotic S2 (Drosophila melanogaster) and 

HCT116 (human) cell lines. I investigated the impact of a couple of de novo 
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thymidylate synthase inhibitors (5-fluoro-2'-deoxiuridine, metotrexate, raltitrexed) on 

HCT116 (human) cell lines. 

 

Figure 4: Standard dilution row for determination of the quantity of genomic uracil in 

vitro. During quantification I used genomic DNA isolated from log phase CJ236 [dut-, ung-] 

Escherichia coli strain as well-defined standard. Standard dilution row gives broad and 

reproducible range for uracil quantification. Normalized calibration curve shows a 

representative measurement. Inset shows using four membered dilution lines that at same 

conditions 3x-FLAG-ΔUNG is somewhat more sensitive than 1x-FLAG-ΔUNG construct. 

 

 
Figure 5: Dot-blot assay examining the effects of treatment with de novo thymidylate 

biosynthesis inhibitors and UNG inhibition on the genomic DNA of HCT116 cells. (A) 
CJ236 [dut-, ung-] E. coli genomic DNA was the standard of dot-blot assay. B) Genomic uracil 

levels of HCT116 cells treated or not treated with 5FdUR during UNG inhibition by UGI were 

determined. (C) Box plot shows number of uracils/million bases for all the samples. In boxes I 

mark average with circle, and median with line. 5FdUR treatment causes significantly elevated 

genomic uracil compared to the non-treated ones, only in those cells expressing UGI  

(* = P < 0.05). Calculations are based on 3 independent datasets, but to be more 

comprehensible, I represent the data this way. (n = 3). 

 

Separately, lack of ung function or de novo thymidylate synthase inhibition did not 
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have significant impact on genomic uracil content, however together they had 

synergistic effect. Genomic uracil level enhanced significantly. It could have meant 

even more than one order of magnitude growth. For example in the case of HCT116 

5FdUR treatment following UGI transfection increased genomic uracil level 

significantly, approximately 40 times as big as the non-treated cells (treated: 347.87± 

84.62 uracil/million bases, non-treated: 7.82± 2.82 uracil/million bases) (Figure 5). 

In a bioinformatics collaboration we established a new method called Metagenomic 

Telescope. Metagenomic Telescope is a tool capable of identifying new protein 

functions even in well-known model organisms using artificial intelligence methods. 

We used bunch of data emerged because of the headway of new generation sequencing. 

We utilized extreme metagenomes to gain new information of the proteins of 

eukaryotic model organisms. We validated our method on DNA repair proteins. 

I visualize on Figure 6 how our method is working. Besides Escherichia coli 

representing Bacteria I used Achaea as organisms that can be similar to organisms 

living at chosen extreme places. First of all, I soak chosen DNA repair proteins in all 

the organisms (in the study) in the UniProt database. Then my collaborator clustered 

them type by type (dUTPase, UNG, etc.) and built hidden Markov models. This 

resulted in an „original” HMM for all the protein types. In the next step in the chosen 

eukaryotic organisms we searched proteins similar to „original” HMM for all the 

species and for all the protein types. Thus we got the „original hits”. 

 

Figure 6: Scheme of Metagenomic Telescope method, I present it on an application 

written in our publication (3.) Abbreviations: HMM: hidden Markov model, ORF: open 

reading frame. 
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My collaboration partner searched open reading frames (ORF) in the chosen three 

metagenomes, thus getting approximately the proteome of metagenome. Then we 

searched proteins similar to the „original” HMM in the proteome of metagenome. Thus 

we got the „metagenomic hits”. We aligned and clustered them, and built HMM. We 

searched proteins similar to hits built from „hits in metagenome” for all the chosen 

eukaryotic species. Thus we got „telescopic hits”. It is important that the original and 

the new hits are both eukaryotic proteins from UniProt database. 

From the hits, the hits at Mre11 and Rad50 proteins were really interesting. Mre11 and 

Rad50 play major role in the repair of DNA double strand breaks. Number of telescopic 

hits of Mre11 and Rad50 is not less than the number of corresponding original hits, 

moreover it is usually bigger. Amongst hit in the list of telescopic hits identified only 

by telescopic projection are „new telescopic hits”. We grouped “new telescopic hits” 

according to genome ontology classes from the UniProt database. In the case of Mre11 

family „new telescopic hits” are in calcineurine-like phosphoesterase (CPPED1) 

family, metallophospoesterase family and acidic phosphatase biological function. 

While latter two can be explained by well-known functions of Mre11, however the 

relationship with calcineurine-like phosphoesterase family seem to be new. In the case 

of the hits of Rad50 family the most interesting „new telescopic hits” are in 

„transcriptional regulation” and „transcription factor” genome ontology classes. They 

emerged numerously. Accordingly it seems that Rad50-like proteins have role not only 

in the interaction with DNA but have interaction with the transcriptional process as 

well. 

 

4. Theses 
 

 I expressed human wt dUTPase, two pointmutant dUTPases: 

hyperphosphorylation mimicking dUTPase S11E and hypophosphorylation 

mimicking dUTPase S11Q, and importin-α. I demonstrated that dUTPases make 

complex with importin-α. My results show that each NLSs of trimer dUTPase 

bind an importin-α molecule, that is the stoichiometry for monomer is 1:1. (1.) 

 I examined the effect of phosphorylation of serine 11 near to NLS. Wt dUTPase 

or dUTPase S11Q and importin-α have very strong interaction, having Kd=1 

µM. Experiments denote that there is some interaction between importin-α and 

human dUTPase S11E as well, but this complex has likely a faster, more 
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dynamic equilibrium, that is less stable than the complex of wt dUTPase - 

importin-α, being one order of magnitude weaker, that is having one order of 

magnitude bigger Kd than in the case of the other two constructs. (1.) 

 We established a new genomic uracil quantification method. I validated the 

used 1x- and 3x-FLAG-ΔUNG sensors. I demonstrated that my uracil sensors 

specifically recognize genomic uracil and are catalytically inactive. (2.) 

 Dot-method is capable for the detection of the genomic uracil on a broad range 

sensitively and commensurable the amount of uracil in DNA using sensors 1x- , 

3x-FLAG-ΔUNG, or 3x-FLAG-UDGX. The assay has a detection limit of 1 

femtomol. (2.) 

 My experiments showed that inhibition of de novo thymidilate biosynthesis 

pathway and lack of ung function have synergistíc effect. The two effects 

together caused significant elevation of genomic uracil levels in studied cell 

lines (E. coli, Drosophila S2, human HCT116). This synergistic effect has not 

been detected before using such a genomic uracil quantification method that 

gives information for the whole genome. No such experiments have been done 

in human cell lines. (2.) 

 We established an in silico method, called the Metagenomic Telescope, that 

utilizes extreme metagenomes to identify new protein functions in well-known 

organisms. Method was validated on DNA repair proteins. We identified well-

known DNA repair proteins, several proteins with unknown functions and also 

proteins with well-known functions, that have accordingly to our results other 

functions as well in given eukaryotic model organisms. (3.) 

4. Applications 
 

Our genomic uracil quantification method is used in our research group for a couple of 

biological problems (eg. enterobacteria, human cell lines). In an international 

collaboration we utilize this technique for the examination of HEK cell lines (it has 

been submitted). 

I use dot-blot method with 3x-FLAG-ΔUNG, and also with 3x-FLAG-UDGX sensors 

on species from Holometabola insects. 

My colleague used Metagenomic Telescope method to study another protein family 

(unpublished data). 
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